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Abstract
Background: The aim of this study was to develop a nucleotide geometrical model of the circular 
mitochondrial DNA (mt‑DNA) structure using Geant4‑DNA toolkit to predict the radiation‑induced 
damages such as single‑strand breaks (SSB), double‑strand breaks (DSB), and some other physical 
parameters. Methods: Our model covers the organization of a circular human mt genetic system. 
The current model includes all 16,659 base pairs of human mt‑DNA. This new mt‑DNA model has 
been preliminarily tested in this work by determining SSB and DSB DNA damage yields and site‑hit 
probabilities due to the impact of proton particles. The accuracy of the geometry was determined by 
three‑dimensional visualization in various ring element numbers. The hit locations were determined 
with respect to a reference coordinate system, and the corresponding base pairs were stored in the 
ROOT output file. Results: The coordinate determination according to the algorithm was consistent 
with the expected results. The output results contain the information about the energy transfers in 
the backbone region of the DNA double helix. The output file was analyzed by root analyzing tools. 
Estimation of SSBs and DSBs yielded similar results with the increment of incident particle linear 
energy transfer. In addition, these values seem to be consistent with the corresponding experimental 
determinations. Conclusions: This model can be used in numerical simulations of mt‑DNA radiation 
interactions to perform realistic evaluations of DNA‑free radical reactions. This work will be 
extended to supercoiled conformation in the near future.
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Introduction
The main target of lesions induced by 
ionizing radiation exposure is believed to 
be the genomic DNA in the cell nucleus.[1] 
Many studies have been conducted on the 
effects of radiation on cell organelles other 
than the nucleus.[1‑6] It has been suggested 
that these organelle effects are not caused 
by the nuclear reaction to radiation but 
are due to the direct effect of radiation.[1,7] 
Mitochondria may occupy approximately 
30% of the total cell volume.[8] Ionizing 
radiation can cause various lesions in 
circular mitochondrial DNA (Cmt‑DNA), 
such as strand breaks, base mismatches, and 
large deletions, which also occur in nuclear 
DNA.[1] Mitochondria may be a target of 
radiation, in addition to the cell nucleus.[2] 
However, mitochondrial DNA (mt‑DNA) 
comprises approximately 0.25% of 
the total cellular DNA, and the entire 
mt‑DNA includes active genes for protein 
synthesis.[2,9,10] In contrast, the portion 
responsible for protein coding in nuclear 

DNA (99.75% of the total cellular DNA) 
is only approximately 1%.[9] Therefore, 
the genetic cause of the direct biological 
effects seems to lie in the coding regions 
of mt‑DNA. In addition, histone protection 
does not efficiently protect mt‑DNA, and an 
efficient DNA repair system is not active;[4] 
hence, more unrepaired lesions are likely to 
accumulate.

Human mt‑DNA is a circular molecule that 
is among the smallest known mt‑DNAs, 
and it contains 16,659 bases. The proximity 
of mt‑DNA to sites of reactive oxygen 
species production renders it particularly 
susceptible to damage. Recent evidence 
has indicated that base excitation repair 
and mismatch repair may be induced 
in the mitochondria during oxidative 
insult.[2] Deletion in the mt genome is also 
commonly induced after cellular exposure 
to ionizing radiation.[11]

Geant4 is a general purpose, open‑source 
simulation toolkit that is well suited for 
microdosimetry purposes and radiation 
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interactions in water.[12,13] Various attempts have been 
made to predict early damages to DNA. Geant4‑DNA 
can be utilized to address this problem in the following 
three steps: (1) Using clustering algorithms to estimate 
the damages, (2) performing geometrical simulations 
of the structure, and (3) using the first and second 
approaches together. Energy deposition patterns in media 
can be analyzed and tuned to adapt to the experimental 
DNA strand break data using clustering algorithms.[14,15] 
A clustering algorithm was added to the Geant4‑DNA 
examples in December 2015 (Geant4 version 10.2). In 
the geometrical approach, attempts were made to develop 
geometrical models of biological molecules. Using 
physical, chemical–physical, and chemical and biological 
processes in combination with Geant4‑DNA, physical 
modeling of a DNA geometrical structure in liquid water 
was first conducted by Bernal et al.[16] The aim of their 
simulation was to estimate single‑strand break (SSB) and 
double‑strand break (DSB) in a simplified DNA structure 
formed by a series of chromatin cylindrical forms, using 
some radionuclides, cobalt gamma rays, or soft X‑rays as 
the radiation sources.

The next attempt in Geant4‑DNA was the geometrical 
description of 6 giga base pairs in nuclear DNA, 
followed by A‑DNA, B‑DNA, and Z‑DNA conformation 
description in further researches.[17] Using the DBSCAN 
clustering algorithm with Geant4‑DNA, physical processes 
in geometrical models led the authors to estimate the 
quantity and complexity associated with increasing DNA 
density.[18‑20] As in experimental investigations, the authors 
focused on the nuclear genome. The genomic DNA Monte 
Carlo (MC) simulation method developed in the whole 
nuclear DNA project is a unique and elegant approach 
for theoretical investigations of nuclear DNA; however, 
because of its several organization levels – double helix, 
beads on a string, solenoid, and chromatin loop – it seems 
to be a heavy and time‑consuming code to execute in an 
ordinary computer. The methodology used to develop the 
code, because of DNA complexity, makes it very difficult 
to modify it in a simple manner for mt‑DNA investigations. 
Even though it is a tedious task, researchers are trying to 
achieve a complete application to simulate the interaction 
of radiation with cell organelles.[21,22] To the best of our 
knowledge, there have only been a few similar MC studies 
on nuclear DNA at atomic or nucleotide resolution.[16,23] 
The PDB4DNA package in Geant4‑DNA was developed to 
simulate radiation effects on molecules within their Protein 
Data Base (PDB) files,[24] but there is no way to use it for 
mt‑DNA because of the lack of PDB files in this case. This 
is why a specific purpose model is being presented through 
this application.

In this study, we tried to add the circular mt genome to achieve 
a nucleotide resolution of the whole cell genome including 
mt‑DNA. The low‑energy package prepared in Geant4‑DNA 
can be used to simulate the energy deposition physics of 

ionizing radiation at the nanometric scale for radiobiological 
applications.[25,26] Therefore, the mt‑DNA geometries created 
in this study are directly exportable in a form suitable for use 
in MC simulations using Geant4‑DNA processes.

In this study, circular mt‑DNA model was developed using 
the Geant4 MC simulation tool, considering the sugar and 
base pair level of granularity. The structure of the paper is 
as follows: first, we present the basic feature of simulation 
of DNA molecule model with base pair resolution, which 
is common to Geant4‑DNA and other examples. Then, 
the specific characteristics of this application (those that 
serve to determine the structure) are discussed, including 
visualizations of the structure by the Geant4 tools to clarify 
the description. Finally, the algorithm for assigning SSBs 
and DSBs to the mt‑DNA geometry is proposed. This is 
used to compute an estimation of the mt‑DNA damage.

Methods
CmtDNA is a Geant4 application that simulates energy 
deposition to base pairs in mt‑DNA molecules with circular 
geometries and estimates the SSB and DSB damage. Users 
can visualize particle tracks using the Open Graphics 
Library (OGL) tool in Geant4. Figure 1 depicts the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) diagram of the application in 
the Geant4 toolkit. Green boxes correspond to CmtDNA. 
Our model covers the organization of a circular human mt 
genetic system. Pairs should be separated by a distance 
of 0.33 nm. An optimization process is used to determine 
the geometrical dimensions of the structure. Bases and 
sugars are assumed to be spheres with radii of 0.17 nm 
and 0.48 nm, respectively, according to other studies.[16] 
The number of base pairs per complete rotation in a double 
helix is taken to be 10.3, which is the experimental value. 
Rotation takes place through a three‑dimensional (3D) 
rotation matrix with a rotation degree of 360°/10.3.[16]

Determination of the circular geometrical structure

The procedure for determining the structure is described in 
detail as follows:
1. The rotation in a circular structure is obtained by 

another 3D rotation matrix, which is multiplied by the 
first one. The final 3D coordinates of each base pair can 
be found using this composite rotation matrix. Figure 2 
depicts the rotating structure with an expanded view 
of the circular DNA system. The rotation degree for 
each base pair is calculated as 360° divided by the total 
number of base pairs in a circle. Figure 3 is a simplified 
visualization of the geometry with 166 base pair–sugar 
elements, created using the OGL visualization tool in 
Geant4

2. Nucleotide and sugar pairs are known to be ordered 
into a double helix shape. They are defined within the 
mt‑DNA as a geometrical object

3. The build process for a circular double helix is 
described as follows: The first nucleotide pair is placed, 
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and the next base pair is translated in the Z‑axis. In the 
next step, it is rotated by 2π/10.3 to complete a double 
helix rotation. After that, it is rotated again in a circular 
path to form the complete circular shape of an mt‑DNA 
molecule

4. The mathematical algorithm for geometry construction 
is described below:

 • Definition of the nth sugar:
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 •  The nth spin, regardless of its permutation 
matrix, should be transformed into geometrical 
coordinates. Thus, the geometrical parametric 
equation of spin is given as follows:
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 Here, D1
n and D2

n describe the first and second columns 
of Dn, respectively.

 •  The geometrical positioning of the base pairs is 
given by:

Figure 1: Unified Modeling Language diagram of the circular mitochondrial DNA Geant4 user application: Geant4 virtual classes (white), Geant4-implemented 
classes and interface to the ROOT analysis software (green)

Figure 2: Rotating structure with an expanded view of the circular DNA 
system
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  •  Thus, the permutation matrix for the nth 
element is as follows:

  [ ] 1 2
n n n n n2 ×  3

_ × Matrix _ _= =   D b SP b D b D  (7)

  •  Similarly, the location of the base pairs is 
given by:

  1 2
n n n n nBasePairLocation = _ + _ +  b D P b D P  (8)

Results
Geometry consistency by visualization

First, we checked the visualization of a 0.1 MeV proton 
in interaction with an mt‑DNA molecule and its water 
environment. Then, the code was run with the complete number 
of base pairs in the molecular structure. The hit locations were 
determined with respect to a reference coordinate system, and 
the corresponding base pairs were stored in the ROOT software 
output file. The coordinates determined by the algorithm were 
consistent with the expected results, as shown in Figure 4, 
which is plotted using the ROOT software and shows the 
hit sites in the exact structure for model. The results can be 
compared with those for any other arbitrary DNA shape, owing 
to the assumption of a standard circular structure model in this 
study and the probabilistic nature of MC calculations.

Algorithm for evaluating the single‑strand breaks and 
double‑strand breaks

SSBs are assumed to occur when a minimum energy 
deposition of 8.22 eV is delivered to the sugar‑phosphate 
sphere. This minimum energy is the same in all 
Geant4‑DNA models. DSBs are assumed when two SSBs 
occur in opposite sides of the molecule at a distance of 10 
base pairs or less [Figure 5]. This parameter is obtained 
from the studies of Nikjoo et al.[27‑29] and is also used in 
other Geant4 examples.[24,30‑34]

Output production

All the ionizations produced by the projectile and the 
secondary electrons were recorded in a ROOT file format. 
The output file was processed by analyzing the routines.

The output results are stored in an MtDNA. root file, 
containing only information about the energy transfers in 
the backbone region of the DNA double helix. The output 
file can be analyzed by root analyzing tools. The parameters 
reported in output root files are: (1) Strand breaks, which 
are distinguished with different flags (1 or 2), (2) types 
of particles for the current step, (3) type of process for 
the current step, (4) flag of the strand (1 or 2) in the 
double helix, (5) track position of the current energy 
transfer (in nm), (6) 3D analysis of the track position of 
the current energy transfer (in nm), which is shown in 
Figure 4, (7) energy deposit corresponding to the energy 
transfer (in eV), (8) total energy loss along the current 
step (in eV), and (9) step length of tracks (in nm). Using 
these options helps users to analyze their studies in advance.

The SSBs and DSBs calculated using our optimized 
algorithm, which is described by a UML diagram in 
Figure 1, are output to an MtDNA. out ASCII file.

Setup of the simulations

The simulation was tested for proton particles. Protons with 
sixteen different energies (100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 
800, 900, 1 × 103, 2 × 103, 5 × 103, 1 × 104, 2 × 104, 5 × 104, 
and 1 × 105 keV) were emitted as primary particles. For the 
energy tracking, 105 particles were simulated independently. 
A track is formed by all energy transfer points originating 
from the projectile and the secondary particles created by 
interactions. The target material was water.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to develop a nucleotide resolution 
geometrical model of the circular mt‑DNA structure using 
the Geant4‑DNA toolkit to predict radiation‑induced 
damage, such as SSBs, DSBs, energy deposition, and some 
other physical parameters.

The current model includes all 16,659 base pairs of human 
mt‑DNA. One should note that the primary purpose of 

Figure 3: Simplified visualization of the circular geometry with 166 base 
pairs and sugars created by the Open Graphics Library visualization tool 
in Geant4

Figure 4: 3D analysis of the track position of the current energy transfer 
(in nm) for the circular mitochondrial DNA
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this study was not to investigate all radiation‑induced 
effects on mt‑DNA, but to introduce a new geometrical 
model suitable for this purpose. The benchmarks of the 
model were compared with some other simulation and 
experimental studies.

Mean mitochondrial DNA hit number

To validate our model against other simulations in this 
scope, the mean number of mt‑DNA hits for protons of 
different energies was compared with the study of Meylan 
et al.[23] for the DnaFabric project [Figure 6]. The results in 
both studies show that the number of DNA hits decreases 
when the energy of the incident proton increases. This trend 
was expected as an increase in energy that corresponds to a 
decrease in the linear energy transfer (LET).

Linear energy transfer and hit number

Figure 7 shows the relation between the LET and the 
energy deposited in the mt‑DNA (equivalently, the number 
of SSBs). Indeed, an increase in the radiation LET increases 
the density of energy transfer points in the tracks and 
consequently, the probability to obtain an energy deposition 
on sensitive areas (backbone region), leading to an increase 
in DNA damage. We also observe that the increase in the 
number of SSBs is more pronounced for protons between 
0.5 and 2 MeV (41.9–16.9 keV/µm). Our results are 
similar to those obtained by Dos Santos et al.,[19,20] Bernal 
et al.,[17,35] and Souici et al.[36]

Energy and mitochondrial DNA hit probability

Figure 8 shows the relation between deposited energy 
and site‑hit probability. The fact that the hit probability 
increases with increasing deposited energy is in agreement 
with the results of the experimental studies conducted by 
Zhou et al.[36,37] and Souici et al.[36,37]

Distribution of hit‑sites and energies

Figure 9 shows the distribution of hit‑sites as a function 
of radial distance for various incident proton energies 
(0.1, 1, 10, and 100 MeV). It shows that the total sites‑hit 
decreases by increasing the energy, and it has a rapid 
fall off at large steps in general. It has a relatively good 
agreement with Tran et al.’s study on water nanoparticles 
in trend.

Figure 5: Activity diagram of the algorithm converting energy depositions 
into DNA strand breaks Figure 6: Mean number of hits per track

Figure 7: Relation between linear energy transfer and deposited energy
Figure 8: Relation between relative-deposited energy and mitochondrial 
DNA hit probability
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Radial extension of proton tracks at various energies

Radial extension of proton tracks at various energies up to 
500 keV is compared with experimental data reported by 
Souici et al. [Figure 10]. This fraction appears to be >90% 
for 500 keV protons and increases when the proton energy 
decreases below 500 keV, such as that reported in Souici 
et al.’s investigation.[36] In our study, the step length of the 
proton tracks in the Bragg peak region is in agreement with 
the experimental and simulation investigations.[36,38]

Now, it is possible to use our code to obtain calculation 
evidences of mt‑DNA fragmentation due to direct and indirect 
effects, which mainly occurs as a consequence of proton track 
overlapping. In other words, fragmentation takes place in the 
intersection areas of neighboring proton tracks due to cumulative 
events. In addition, a linear behavior of the direct effects as a 
function of LET was also suggested by Dos Santos et al., who 
assessed the influence of chromatin density on the number of 
clustered damages created by protons for nuclear DNA.

The SSB and DSB calculations were performed through 
an optimized procedure that uses all the output data on the 
interactions, which are stored in an MtDNA. root file. Our 
approach seems to be better than that used in the PDB4DNA 
example,[24] which performs SSB and DSB calculations in 
each event and reflects the additive nature of DNA damage. 
The mean number of SSBs and DSBs per track for different 
energies and for the circular mt‑DNA geometry is shown in 
Figure 11. The results show that the number of SSBs increases 
with decreasing energy (or, equivalently, increasing LET) for 
all simulated energies. Therefore, the results discussed in this 
section reinforce the validation of the present code and allow 
a better understanding of the method by which fragmentation 
occurs when direct and indirect effects are taken into account.

Conclusions
This study introduces the CmtDNA tool, a Geant4 
application that includes geometrical model to facilitate the 
study of mt‑DNA radiation‑induced damage. The model 
for base pair resolution of human mt‑DNA was developed 
based on real data for the circular mt‑DNA structure. This 
new mt‑DNA model has been preliminarily tested in this 
work by visualization and estimation of the SSBs and 
DSBs produced by irradiation with protons of different 
energies. This model can be used in numerical simulations 
of the interaction between radiation and mt‑DNA to 
perform realistic evaluations of DNA‑free radical reactions. 
Attempts to extend this simulation tool to include other 
cytoplasm organelles are in progress.
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